
  

.......for horses and dogs

Horse daily dose: 4 teaspoons. 
Contains:  9600 mg glucosamine sulfate, 
4000 mg MSM, and 4600 mg of Vitamin 
C. Our one pound bag contains 25 daily 
doses, and costs a total of $0.85 per day 
(includes shipping). This high potency 
dose  is the amount used in clinical 
studies that show a real benefit to the 
horse. It is a higher dose at a lower daily 
cost than any other supplement we could 
find – especially if you include shipping! 
It is also available in three and ten pound 
bags for even better savings.  
Dog daily dose: ¼ teaspoon for every 
30 pounds of body weight.

EASYGAIT
JOINT SUPPLEMENT

	
 TESTIMONIALS....

 “I love this stuff. I have an 18 year old draft 
who was kind of a throw-away because of his 
knees. Now he is great and thinks he is five 
again. We also have an old paint mare who 
now gets around like a colt. We are passing 
this product on to our friends. It really does 
work great. Keep up the good work.”

“I ordered some of your EASYGAIT 
supplement on ebay about three weeks ago. I 
absolutely LOVE it. It has worked miracles 
in just a short time. I went on your website to 
order another bag. Thank you so much for 
this product. I have spent a lot of money over 
the last four years trying to help my dear old 
friend and this product, in just a couple of 
weeks, has him running and even trying to 
buck and play! Two weeks ago he could 
barely walk around! It’s amazing. Thank you 
so much.”

“First of all I want to say thank you for 
making such a great product. I recently 
started using it on my three year old TB 
gelding who came to me with sore joints in 
all four legs to the point where he wouldn’t 
trot or canter. Within three weeks he was 
trotting again and now (six weeks later) he 
has a normal set of pain-free gaits including a 
lovely long-strided trot. Thank you.”

GOOD FOR DOGS, TOO
“I must tell you that we are so pleased with 
the way our dog has responded to your 
product. He’s a different dog than he was six 
months ago. He was getting very arthritic and 
was limping quite a bit. Now I have to put on 
rollerblades and let him run three miles before 
he’s tired. It’s truly amazing.”
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FROM US TO YOU -- DIRECTLY

- We keep processing, packaging, simple.
- We have no overhead or middleperson.
- No fillers or additives. 100 % pure active
       ingredients.
- Formulated by scientists with expertise
  in biology, nutrition and medicine.

Our goal is to make a high quality 
joint supplement more affordable 
for more horse and dog owners.

           How to Order: 

If you would like to order 
                EASYGAIT,  go to 
 http:www.healthyhorseproject.com

Or find it on ebay
             (keyword: Easygait)

http://www.healthyhorseproject.com
http://www.healthyhorseproject.com


Dear Horse and Dog Owner:

We love our animal companions. We want 
them to be healthy, happy and to be able to 
perform well. Scientific evidence convinces 
us that certain nutritional supplements can 
be very effective for treatment of joint pain 
in both humans and animals. In the short 
term, some supplements relieve pain and 
inflammation. Over time, supplements may 
also offer protection to the structure of the 
joint itself. 
     Like many horse and dog owners, we 
have seen significant improvement in our 
own animals using appropriate supplements. 
It is no accident that supplements are a huge 
business. But we are appalled by the markup 
for joint supplements. After much research, 
we have found a way to keep the cost 
down… by purchasing ingredients at bulk 
discounts. We also reduce costs by preparing 
EASYGAIT ourselves, keeping the actual 
work at ‘cottage industry’ level. We have no 
overhead, we do not advertise,  our  
packaging  is   simple and we avoid credit 
card bank charges. The result is a high 
quality, high potency supplement available to 
all our horses and dogs at the lowest possible 
price.

 

EASYGAIT 
JOINT SUPPLEMENT

.....for dogs and horses

About Our Supplement: 
Our mix is simple and we believe it is 
effective. There are many complex 
supplements on the market that add extra 
ingredients. These “extras” may actually 
interfere with each other and diminish the 
overall effectiveness of the supplement. 
Many supplements use such a small amount 
of active ingredient that they cannot be very 
effective. Our supplement is pure and only 
contains active ingredients.

The EASYGAIT Formula:
Our joint supplement is based on what we 
believe is the best scientific information 
available. EASYGAIT supplement combines 
glucosamine sulfate, MSM and Vitamin C. 
     • We use glucosamine sulfate instead of 
glucosamine HCL because most studies 
have been done with the sulfate form. Many 
experts believe that the sulfate portion of 
glucosamine sulfate is critical since it forms 
part of the structure of cartilage.
     • We do not include chondroitin sulfate 
because it is not needed.  Chondroitin is 
similar to glucosamine, but not as well 
absorbed. The sulfate in chondroitin sulfate 
is important for cartilage structure, but is 
already included in the glucosamine sulfate 
molecule. 

• We do not include HA (hyaluronic 
acid.)  HA is very effective when injected, 
but there is little evidence that it works as 
well when given orally, and no evidence 
that it is better than the ingredients found 
in EASYGAIT. 
    • We will keep abreast of current 
studies and change our formula when and 
if the science dictates. 
      • If you would like more information 
on the quality of our supplement, we can 
send you the certificate of purity/analysis 
that comes with each batch we order.
Scientific studies: We have prepared a 
summary of the scientific studies and 
expert opinion we use to formulate 
EASYGAIT supplement. References to the 
original studies and articles are included 
in our review. You will find this 
information on our website: 
    http://www.healthyhorseproject.com.
About us: Our professional expertise is in 
medicine and nutrition. Our primary 
partner is Barbara North, Ph.D., M.D. 
Dr. North holds a Ph.D. in biology with a 
focus on physiology and nutrition. Dr. 
North is also a physician, with 30 years of 
experience as a family doctor and a 
clinical researcher. Her horses and dogs 
are happy and healthy.

http://www.healthyhorseproject.com
http://www.healthyhorseproject.com

